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The flow of viscous fluid injected from a point source into the space between two hori-6

zontal plates initially filled with a second fluid of lesser density and different viscosity is7

studied theoretically and numerically. The volume of the dense input fluid increases with8

time in proportion to tα . When the fluid has spread far from the source, lubrication theory9

is used to derive the governing equations for the axisymmetric evolution of the interface10

between the fluids. The flow is driven by the combination of pressure gradients associ-11

ated with buoyancy and pressure gradients associated with the input flux. The governing12

equation is integrated numerically and we identify that with a constant input flux, the flow13

is self-similar at all times with the radius growing in proportion to t1/2. In the regimes of14

injection-dominated and gravity-dominated currents, we obtain asymptotic approximations15

for the interface shape, which are found to agree well with the numerical computations. For16

a decreasing input flux (0 < α < 1), at short times, the flow is controlled by injection; the17

current fills the depth of the channel spreading with radius r ∼ tα/2. At long times, buoy-18

ancy dominates and the current becomes unconfined with the radius growing in proportion19

to t(3α+1)/8. The sequence of regimes is reversed in the case of an increasing input flux20

(α > 1) with buoyancy dominating initially while the pressure associated with the injec-21

tion dominates at late times. Finally, we consider the release of a fixed volume of fluid22

(α = 0). The current slumps under gravity and transitions from confined to unconfined23

and we obtain asymptotic predictions for the interface shape in both regimes.24

a)Electronic mail: edward@bpi.cam.ac.uk
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Viscous flow between two plates

I. INTRODUCTION25

The gravity-driven flow of a viscous fluid occurs in many industrial, environmental and geo-26

logical settings. In these low Reynolds number gravity currents, viscous stresses play a key role27

whilst inertial effects may be neglected. In many situations with an injected and an ambient fluid,28

the problem is simplified because the geometry is ‘unconfined’. Examples include shallow flow29

in a very thick porous medium and the flow of a dense viscous fluid over a rigid boundary1–4.30

The key idea is that the flow of the ambient fluid (for example, air or the host brine in an aquifer)31

is unimportant and models need consider only the motion of the input fluid. However, in other32

contexts, the geometry of the flow is ‘confined’. Examples include the injection of drilling mud in33

the wells used for oil and gas extraction and geothermal power5–7, the storage of CO2 in layered34

sedimentary deposits8,9, the evolution of magma chambers10 and the cleaning of channels11. In a35

confined geometry, the displacement of the ambient fluid, and hence the viscosity ratio between36

the two fluids, may have a strong influence on the evolution of the flow12. Even a single boundary37

to the flow geometry can alter the scaling laws governing the spreading of a viscous fluid13.38

There has been extensive research on confined displacement flows in pipes with rectangular39

and circular cross-sections for a wide variety of viscosity ratios in the case of miscible7,14–16 and40

immiscible fluids17–19. Similar studies have been undertaken for the slumping of one fluid under41

another in a confined porous medium3,20–22. There are many similarities between gravity currents42

in porous media and viscous gravity currents and in this paper we draw on some of the physical43

insights provided by previous work focused on porous media (for a more detailed discussion of44

this analogy, see the review of Huppert 23).45

In the case that viscous fluid is injected into a confined geometry, the flow is driven by the46

combination of the pressure owing to injection and the buoyancy force whilst it is resisted by47

viscous stresses and friction at the channel walls. The flow may initially behave as unconfined but48

as the injected fluid fills the geometry, the displacement of the ambient fluid becomes rate-limiting49

and there is a transition to confined behavior. Taghavi24 studied the role of slip at the walls and50

there has also been investigation of the influence of walls with undulating shape25,26.51

The present paper considers the input of fluid from a point source into the space between52

two horizontal plates, which is initially filled with a second fluid of lesser density and different53

viscosity (see figure 1). We assume that inertia is negligible and that the fluids are immiscible.54

The arising three-dimensional Stokes flow is laterally unconfined and axisymmetric. The transient55
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evolution of the interface between the immiscible fluids is controlled by the viscosity ratio and the56

relative importance of the buoyancy force and the pressure owing to injection.57

The two most similar previous studies are by Zheng et al.12 and Guo et al.27. The former58

considered the constant input of viscous fluid into a two-dimensional channel and showed that59

the flow transitions from being unconfined and buoyancy-dominated to confined and injection-60

dominated as the channel fills. Guo et al. showed that, in the context of a porous medium, if fluid61

is injected at a constant rate into an axisymmetric geometry, there is no transition between regimes62

and the evolution is self-similar and confined at all times. Both these studies focus on a constant63

input flux.64

However, in many applications the input flux varies in time or the injection may be periodic28.65

Examples include pumping in biological organisms29, subsurface fluid injection and extraction30,66

and the dynamics of magma chambers10. The evolution of the interface is quite different to the67

constant input flux case and we explore how the flow transitions from unconfined to confined or68

vice versa, depending on the variation of the input flux.69

There has much research on flow in Hele-Shaw cells, which is relevant to the present work.70

These cells have a very thin gap width and the motion is often approximated as two-dimensional31.71

Experimental and theoretical analysis of the transverse structure of the flow in the case of miscible72

fluids has shown that the gap-averaged concentration profile has growing rarefaction regions and73

shock-like regions32–34. We obtain similar behavior for an immiscible displacement in at thicker74

channel in the regime where the flow is dominated by the input flux.75

The no-slip flow condition at the top and bottom boundaries leads to a parabolic velocity profile,76

with fluid in the center of the channel travelling fastest. It is possible for a dense input fluid to77

predominantly migrate through the center of the channel and over-ride a finger of lighter fluid at78

the bottom boundary35. However, a sufficient density difference between the two fluids ensures79

that the dense fluid lies underneath the lighter fluid (and hence the interface remains monotonic)80

and we assume this is the case herein1.81

It is well-known that a fingering instability may occur when a less viscous fluid displaces a more82

viscous fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell31. There has been extensive study on how such an instability may83

be controlled and even suppressed by various physical ingredients including surface tension36,84

channel geometry37 and the injection rate38,39. In the case that the effects of surface tension are85

negligible, the wavelength of fingers is proportional to the thickness of the cell into which fluid86

is injected40. The density difference between the injected and ambient fluids may also play a key87
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role in suppressing the viscous instability. Laboratory experiments by Pegler et al.8 showed that88

in a confined porous medium, the viscous instability has a negligible effect on the global behavior89

of the current owing to the stabilizing influence of the hydrostatic pressure. In an unconfined90

two-layer viscous gravity current, a sufficiently large density difference between the fluids may91

suppress the viscous instability41. Henceforth, we neglect viscous fingering effects but note that92

they may play an important role if the density difference is small or if the input fluid is of much93

lower viscosity than the ambient. It is worth noting that the present analysis could be used as a94

base state for a study investigating the stability of the interface to viscous fingering. For example,95

in the case of unconfined two-layer viscous gravity currents, the flow was found experimentally to96

be unstable for particular viscosity ratios (Kowal and Worster 42), which motivated a perturbation97

study of the base state to analyze the origin of the instability41,43. Other examples where the base98

state has been used to inform stability calculations include the fingering that occurs in inclined99

viscous gravity currents44 and the work of Mathunjwa and Hogg 45 , which demonstrated the linear100

stability of the similarity solution for porous gravity currents above a horizontal impermeable101

boundary.102

The paper is structured as follows. In section II, the governing equations for the evolution of103

the interface between the two fluids is derived in the case that the volume increases as a power-law104

function of time. We assume that inertia is negligible and that the pressure within the fluids is105

hydrostatic. We identify a function of time that quantifies the importance of the input flux relative106

to the buoyancy force. In section III, we introduce a numerical method for the governing equations107

and present some results. These suggest that the flow is self-similar at all times in the case of108

constant input flux and that there is a transition between confined and unconfined in the case of109

a power-law varying volume. To provide insight into the influence of the physical ingredients of110

confinement, injection, buoyancy and the viscosity ratio, we seek simplified asymptotic solutions111

to the governing equations. In section IV, we obtain a similarity solution for the case of constant112

input flux, which is accurate at all times. We approximate this solution in the regimes of injection-113

dominated flow and buoyancy-dominated flow and show how the accuracy of our approximations114

depends on the viscosity ratio.115

In section V, we consider input fluxes that vary in time. In the case that the input flux increases,116

the flow evolves in a self-similar fashion at early times when it is unconfined and buoyancy-117

dominated. At late times, the flow is confined and there is an injection-dominated similarity solu-118

tion. For a decreasing input flux, the situation is reversed, with the flow initially confined.119
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic for the injection of viscous fluid between two horizontal plates. (b) Radial cross-

section. The origin (r = 0, z = 0) is located at the input source.

We then consider the finite release of a fixed volume of fluid in section VI. The flow is always120

buoyancy-dominated but transitions between confined and unconfined as it slumps. We investigate121

the influence of the initial shape of the release on this behavior. In section VII, the results of the122

paper are summarized and we discuss some important applications.123

II. MODEL124

The problem of interest concerns the flow of viscous fluid in the gap between two rigid hori-125

zontal plates. We consider the injection of liquid of density ρ +∆ρ and viscosity µi from a point126

source located on the lower plate. The impermeable plates are separated by a finite distance h0127

and the space is initially occupied by a second fluid of lesser density ρ and viscosity µa (figure128

1). The flow is axisymmetric because the channel is isotropic and hence we use cylindrical coor-129

dinates (r,z) with r = 0 corresponding to the location of the source. We assume that the fluids are130

immiscible and we neglect surface tension. We denote the depth of the injected fluid by z = h(r, t).131

In this paper, the viscous limit is taken; inertial forces are negligible in comparison to the viscous132

stresses. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the fluid motion can then be described by the133

creeping-flow equations46,134
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µi∇
2ui−∇p+(ρ +∆ρ)g = 0, ∇ ·ui = 0, (1)

µa∇
2ua−∇p+ρg = 0, ∇ ·ua = 0, (2)

in the injected and ambient fluids, respectively. Once the invading fluid has spread beyond a135

horizontal distance l� h0 from the source, the flow is predominantly in the radial direction and136

the lubrication approximation may be applied. At early times, the shape of the fluid-fluid interface137

may not have a small aspect ratio (see figure 2). However, at later times, the current becomes long138

(l� h0) and the flow in the near-source region where vertical velocities may be significant has a139

negligible influence on the global dynamics1,13. In this paper, we include some early-time results140

that have large aspect ratios because they help illustrate the dynamics of the flow. In the following141

sections, we discuss the relevance of our lubrication model at early times in more detail. We142

show that, provided the parameter Λ satisfies particular conditions, each of the early-time regimes143

observed in figure 2 may occur with a small aspect ratio so that the lubrication approximation is144

self-consistent.145

When the vertical velocity is negligible, the pressure adopts a hydrostatic distribution given by146

the following expressions147

pi(r,z, t) = p0− (ρ +∆ρ)gz for 0≤ z≤ h, (3)

pa(r,z, t) = p0−ρgz−∆ρgh for h≤ z≤ h0, (4)

for the injected and ambient fluids respectively, where p0 = p0(r, t) is the unknown pressure on the148

lower boundary (z = 0). The Stokes equations (1), (2) are simplified by applying the lubrication149

approximation to obtain47
150

∂ pi

∂ r
= µi

∂ 2ui

∂ z2 , (5)

∂ pa

∂ r
= µa

∂ 2ua

∂ z2 , (6)

where ui(r, t) and ua(r, t) denote the radial velocities of the injected and ambient fluids, respec-151

tively. The boundary conditions for the velocities are no-slip at the top and bottom boundaries,152

ui = ua = 0, at z = 0,h0 (7)
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and continuity of velocity and tangential stress across the interface between the two fluids,153

ui = ua,

µi
∂ui
∂ z = µa

∂ua
∂ z

}
at z = h(r, t). (8)

Since the pressure gradients (equations 3 and 4) are independent of z we can integrate equations154

(5) and (6) twice and apply the four boundary conditions for the velocities (7, 8) to obtain155

ui(r,z, t) =
pi,r

2µi

(
z2−

[2Mh0 +(1−2M)h]h0 pi,r +M(h0−h)2 pa,r

[h+M(h0−h)]pi,r
z

)
(9)

ua(r,z, t) =
pa,r

2µa

(
z2 +

h2 pi,r− [Mh2
0− (M−2)h2]pa,r

[h+M(h0−h)]pa,r
z

−
h0h2 pi,r +h0h[(1−M)h0 +(M−2)h]pa,r

[h+M(h0−h)]pa,r

)
,

(10)

where pi,r = ∂ pi/∂ r, pa,r = ∂ pa/∂ r are the pressure gradients and156

M = µi/µa (11)

is the viscosity ratio. We consider the range 0.01≤M ≤ 100. In this paper, capital letters are used157

to denote dimensionless quantities and lower-case letters for dimensional quantities.158

To close the problem, we must determine the unknown pressure gradients, ∂ pi/∂ r and ∂ pa/∂ r.159

We differentiate equation (3) and equation (4) with respect to r and then subtract the first from the160

second to obtain the following equation relating the two pressure gradients,161

∆ρg
∂h
∂ r

= pi,r− pa,r. (12)

Mass conservation provides a second relation. Injection begins at t = 0. We consider sources of162

fluid of strength such that the volume of fluid injected is163

∫ r0(t)

0
2πrhdr = qtα (13)

where α ≥ 0 and r0(t) is the leading contact point of the current; h(r0(t), t) = 0 (figure 1). Mass164

conservation of the injectate (13) can be recast as a condition on the total flux across the channel165

(for r > 0),166

∫ h

0
ui dz+

∫ h0

h
ua dz =

αqtα−1

2πr
. (14)
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We substitute the expressions for the radial velocities (9), (10) into this flux condition to obtain a167

second equation relating the pressure gradients, pa,r, and pi,r. This relation is solved together with168

equation (12) to obtain the following expressions for the pressure gradients,169

pi,r = −
12[h+M(h0−h)]µi

b(M,h0,h)
αqtα−1

2πr
,

+
[h2−M(h0−h)2]2−h4 +Mh(4h0 +h)(h0−h)2

b(M,h0,h)
∆ρg

∂h
∂ r

(15)

pa,r = pi,r +∆ρg
∂h
∂ r

, (16)

where170

b(M,h0,h) = [h2−M(h0−h)2]2 +4Mh2
0h(h0−h). (17)

We use these relations to obtain the equation governing the evolution of the flow depth. Local171

mass conservation for the injected fluid takes the form172

r
∂h
∂ t

=− ∂

∂ r

(
r
∫ h(r,t)

0
ui(r,z, t)dz

)
. (18)

We use our expression for the velocity of the injectate, ui (9), and the pressure gradients, (3)173

and (4), to transform equation (18) into an advection-diffusion type equation for the depth of the174

current, z = h(r, t),175

r
∂h
∂ t

+
αqtα−1

2π

∂

∂ r

(
h2(3Mh2

0 +h[(1−M)h−2Mh0])

b(M,h0,h)

)
=

∆ρg
3µi

∂

∂ r

(
Mrh3(h0−h)3((1−M)h+Mh0)

b(M,h0,h)
∂h
∂ r

)
. (19)

To complete the mathematical description, we require initial and boundary conditions. Injection176

begins at t = 0 so177

h(r,0) = 0. (20)

At the contact point along the lower plate, r = r0(t), the boundary condition is178

h(r0(t), t) = 0. (21)
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To calculate the boundary condition at r = 0, we first differentiate the mass conservation equation179

(13) with respect to time. Then applying (21), we obtain180

∫ r0(t)

0
2πr

∂h
∂ t

dr = αqtα−1. (22)

By integrating the governing equation (19) between r = 0 and r = r0(t) and applying (21) and181

(22), we obtain the boundary condition at r = 0,182

[
αqtα−1

2π

h2(3Mh2
0 +h[(1−M)h−2Mh0])

b(M,h0,h)

− ∆ρg
3µi

Mrh3(h0−h)3((1−M)h+Mh0)

b(M,h0,h)
∂h
∂ r

]
r=0

=
αqtα−1

2π
. (23)

A. Non-dimensionalization183

We scale the horizontal and vertical coordinates with the depth of the channel, h0. We use the184

timescale185

t0 =
3µi

∆ρgh0
, (24)

which is the timescale for a gravity-driven viscous fluid to propagate a distance h0. It is indepen-186

dent of the input flux. We introduce the following dimensionless variables187

H = h/h0, R = r/h0, T = t/t0. (25)

The dimensionless form of equation (19) is given by188

R
∂H
∂T

+ΛT α−1 ∂

∂R

(
H2{3M+H[(1−M)H−2M]}

B(M,H)

)
=

∂

∂R

(
MRH3(1−H)3[(1−M)H +M]

B(M,H)

∂H
∂R

)
, (26)

where189

Λ =
αqtα

0

2πh3
0

(27)
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and190

B(M,H) = [H2−M(1−H)2]2 +4MH(1−H). (28)

Note that in the case of equally viscous fluids (M = 1), this reduces to B(1,H) = 1. The right-hand191

side of (26) is a diffusive term that arises from gradients of the hydrostatic pressure associated192

with buoyancy forces whilst the second term on the left-hand side is advective and is associated193

with the injection. The parameter Λ represents the dimensionless volume of fluid injected in the194

time interval [0, t0], where t0 is the gravity-driven timescale. The prefactor ΛT α−1 quantifies the195

relative significance of injection, it is the ratio of the input flux, αqtα−1 to the flux associated196

with buoyancy, 2πh3
0/t0. In the special case of constant input flux (α = 1), this ratio is equal to197

Λ and is independent of time. For α 6= 1, the relative significance of injection and buoyancy is198

time-dependent because the input flux varies.199

The dimensionless form of the mass conservation condition (13) is given by200

∫ R0(T )

0
RH dR =

ΛT α

α
, (29)

where R0(T ) = r0(t)/h0 is the position of the leading contact point. Fluid input begins at t = 0,201

which yields the following initial condition202

H(R,0) = 0. (30)

The boundary condition at the leading contact point is given by203

H(R0(T ),T ) = 0. (31)

The dimensionless boundary condition at R = 0 is obtained from its dimensional analogue (23),204

[
ΛT α−1 H2{3M+H[(1−M)H−2M]}

B(M,H)

−MRH3(1−H)3[(1−M)H +M]

B(M,H)

∂H
∂ r

]
R=0

= ΛT α−1, (32)

which is associated with mass conservation (29). When the channel is flooded fully by the input205

fluid, this boundary condition reduces to H(R = 0,T ) = 1. We note that in the fully-flooded region206

in which H = 1, we recover Poiseuille flow with dimensionless velocity given by207
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Ui =
6ΛT α−1

R
(1−Z)Z. (33)

We next illustrate some aspects of the flow in the injected and ambient fluids in the interface208

region where 0 < H < 1. The dimensionless fluxes in the two fluids in the case of equal viscosities209

(M = 1) is obtained from (9), (10), (15), (16),210

Qi =
∫ H

0
Ui dZ =

ΛT α−1H2(3−2H)

R
−H3(1−H)3 ∂H

∂R
, (34)

Qa =
∫ 1

H
Ua dZ =

ΛT α−1(1−H)2(1+2H)

R
+H3(1−H)3 ∂H

∂R
. (35)

The first term in the fluxes arises from the injection, whilst the second term is associated with211

buoyancy. In the injected fluid, both terms are positive (since ∂H/∂R < 0). In the ambient fluid,212

the flux associated with injection acts outwards but buoyancy acts in the opposite direction. The213

flux in the ambient fluid is towards the source if214

ΛT α−1

R
(1+2H)< H3(1−H)

(
− ∂H

∂R

)
, (36)

for equally viscous fluids (M = 1). We note that in the case of zero injection (Λ = 0), the flux in215

the ambient fluid is always towards the source.216

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS217

The advection-diffusion equation (26) with boundary conditions (31), and (32), and initial218

condition (30) was integrated numerically using the finite difference scheme of Kurganov and219

Tadmor48, for details see Appendix A of Zheng et al.49. The results for a constant input flux220

(α = 1), an increasing input flux (α = 2), and a decreasing input flux (α = 1/2) are shown in the221

three panels of figure 2, from early to late times. In figure 2, the parameter values used are Λ = 1222

and M = 1 to illustrate the time evolution for different values of the exponent α .223

Figure 2a shows that for a constant input flux (α = 1), the solution is self-similar at all times224

with the radius growing as R ∼ T 1/2. In this case, the ratio of the advective and diffusive terms225

in equation (26) is a constant, Λ. Thus, the importance of injection relative to gravity-driven226

slumping is independent of time. In section IV, we study how the self-similar interface shape is227

controlled by the magnitude of Λ and the viscosity ratio M in the case of constant input flux.228
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FIG. 2. Thickness of the injected current in a confined axisymmetric channel for: (a) a constant input flux

(α = 1), (b) an increasing input flux (α = 2), and (c) a decreasing input flux (α = 1/2). The results are

calculated numerically as described in §III with Λ = 1 and M = 1. The interface is shown at T = 10−4,

10−2, 1, 102, and 104, and in (c) the extra solution at T = 106 is included to illustrate the transition to an

unconfined current. (a) The solution is self-similar at all times with R ∼ T 1/2 and H ∼ 1. (b) At early

times the flow is unconfined with R ∼ T (3α+1)/8 = T 7/8 and H ∼ T (α−1)/4 = T 1/4� 1. As the input flux

increases with time the current transitions to a late-time similarity solution with R∼ T α/2 = T and H ∼ 1.

In (c), the situation is reversed because the input flux decreases with time and the current transitions from

confined at early times with R ∼ T α/2 = T 1/4 and H ∼ 1 to unconfined with R ∼ T (3α+1)/8 = T 5/16 and

H ∼ T (α−1)/4 = T−1/8� 1 at late times.

For an increasing or decreasing input flux, the importance of the gravity-driven slumping rela-229

tive to the pressure associated with injection is time-dependent. In the case of increasing input flux,230

the advective term in equation (26) grows in time; at early times the diffusive slumping dominates231

and at late times injection dominates. This is illustrated in figure 2b. The dominance of the slump-232

ing leads to a thin, unconfined current at early times. As the input flux increases, the depth of the233

current grows until it transitions to a confined flow primarily driven by injection. The dynamics234

are reversed for the case of decreasing input flux (see figure 2c). We study these regimes in detail235
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in section V and we find similarity solutions in the injection-driven and buoyancy-driven limits.236

Although, the early time interface shapes may not satisfy the lubrication approximation, they are237

included because they assist in understanding the dominant physics associated with the governing238

equations and illustrate how the flow transitions from injection-driven to buoyancy-driven or vice239

versa.240

IV. CONSTANT INPUT FLUX (α = 1)241

In the special but important case of a constant rate of injection, the relative significance of the242

advective and diffusive terms in equation (26) is time-invariant; both terms scale with R−1. The243

full governing equations have an exact similarity solution with R2 ∼ T which we obtain below. We244

then study the regimes in which the force associated with the constant input flux is large (§IV B)245

or small (§IV C) relative to gravity, corresponding to Λ� 1 and Λ� 1, respectively. In both246

regimes, we obtain asymptotic predictions for the shape of the interface that agree well with the247

numerical results (see figure 3).248

A. Similarity solution249

The interfaces in figure 2a indicate that in the case of a constant input flux the interface shape250

is self-similar at all times with R∼ T 1/2. This scaling may be obtained by inspecting the terms in251

equation (26). The second term on the left-hand side and the term on the right-hand side both scale252

as O(R−1), and balancing these terms with the time derivative leads to R ∼ T 1/2. The scaling is253

also associated with mass conservation (29) because the volume of the current (V ∼ R2) increases254

in proportion to ΛT .255

This observation motivates introducing the similarity variable η = R2/(ΛT ) and writing256

H(R,T ) = ϒ(η). Equation (26) can be recast in terms of η and ϒ257

−η
dϒ

dη
+2

d
dη

(
ϒ2(3M+ϒ[(1−M)ϒ−2M])

B(M,ϒ)

)
=

4Λ
−1 d

dη

(
Mηϒ3(1−ϒ)3((1−M)ϒ+M)

B(M,ϒ)

dϒ

dη

)
. (37)
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FIG. 3. The thickness of the injected current in the case of constant input flux (α = 1) and equally viscous

fluids (M = 1) in terms of the similarity coordinate, R/(ΛT )1/2. The numerical results are plotted as black

lines. (a) For a relatively high input flux (Λ� 1), the interface shape is well-approximated by the asymptotic

prediction (red dotted line) of §IV B for which the diffusive term is neglected. (b) For a relatively low input

flux (Λ� 1), the current occupies a thin region of the channel and buoyancy dominates. The asymptotic

prediction of §IV C shows excellent agreement with the numerical result for Λ = 10−5. Note that for Λ� 1,

the asymptotic solution in these coordinates depends on Λ.

The boundary condition at the leading contact point (equation 31) becomes258

ϒ(η0) = 0, (38)

where η0 = R0(T )2/(ΛT ) is a constant representing the position of the leading contact point in the259

similarity coordinate. To solve equation (37) numerically, a second boundary condition at η = η0260

is required, which we determine by letting ϒ→ 0 to obtain the leading order behavior near η0,261

ϒ =

[
3Λ(η0−η)

4

]1/3

,
dϒ

dη
=−Λ

4

[
3Λ(η0−η)

4

]−2/3

. (39)

The unknown position of the contact point η0 is determined with an iterative shooting scheme262
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263

using the mass conservation constraint (29) in terms of the similarity coordinate,264

∫
η0

0
ϒ(η)dη = 2. (40)

The numerical solutions to the system (37, 39, 40) agree with the finite-difference integration of265

the full governing equations at all times. This is because the system is self-similar at all times. In266

particular, the similarity solution is an exact solution for arbitrarily small times because the initial267

condition H(R,0) = 0 is in the solution space of the self-similar form of the governing equations.268

Thus, H(R,T ) is identically equal to ϒ(η) at all times. Guo et al.27 found the same result for269

constant input flux into a confined axisymmetric porous medium. There is no transition period in270

the case of constant input flux because the relative importance of the advective and diffusive terms271

is constant.272

We note that although the similarity solution is an exact solution to the formulated governing273

equations at all times, the model predicts that the current has not spread far from the input point at274

early times. Thus the lubrication approximation is violated at early times. However, the similarity275

solution does apply to the physical problem at later times when the injectate has spread further. The276

extent of the current is R∼ T 1/2 and its thickness is independent of time, H ∼ 1. The lubrication277

approximation applies when R/H = r/h� 1, so we find that the model is valid for T� 1, provided278

that Λ is of order unity. In the regimes of large and small Λ, the dimensionless time, T , at which279

the lubrication approximation applies depends on Λ, which we discuss below.280

In the next two subsections, we find approximate solutions in the regimes of Λ� 1 and Λ� 1281

by neglecting the diffusive or advective term, respectively. The resultant simplified equations and282

their solutions provide insight into the physics governing the flow by isolating one of the key283

physical ingredients: pressure owing to injection or gravity-driven slumping. In addition, the284

approximations enable the influence of the viscosity ratio on the motion to be determined. Figure285

3a shows how the interface shape behaves in the regime Λ� 1. Figure 3b shows the behavior for286

Λ� 1. In each panel, the red dots show our asymptotic approximations and the black lines are287

obtained from the numerical method.288
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the interface in the case that the pressure associated with injection dominates (Λ� 1).

(a) Illustration of the ‘equal area’ rule. The position of the shock (vertical line) is chosen so that the green

area equals the blue area, which corresponds to mass conservation (40). (b) The shape of the interface

according to the numerical solutions to equation (37) with Λ = 100 for three values of the viscosity ratio,

M (black lines). There is excellent agreement with the Λ� 1 asymptotic prediction (equation 46, red dots)

for which the term associated with gravity-driven slumping is neglected.

B. Injection-dominated regime (Λ� 1)289

In the regime Λ� 1, the flow is dominated by injection and the role of the gravity-driven290

slumping of the injectate is negligible. This motivates the following approximate equation291

R
∂H
∂T

+Λ
∂

∂R

(
H2(3M+H[(1−M)H−2M])

B(M,H)

)
= 0, (41)

where the diffusive term in (26) has been neglected. In terms of the similarity coordinates, η =292

R2/T and ϒ(η) = H(R,T ), this can be rewritten as293 (
−η +2

dF
dϒ

)
dϒ

dη
= 0, (42)

where294

F(ϒ) =
ϒ2{3M+ϒ[(1−M)ϒ−2M]}

B(M,ϒ)
, (43)

is the flux function. Given that dϒ/dη = 0 leads to a trivial solution, equation (42) becomes295

η = 2
dF
dϒ

. (44)

For isoviscous fluids (M = 1), this reduces to296

η = 12ϒ(1−ϒ), (45)
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from which we observe that the depth, ϒ(η), is multivalued. This solution is associated with297

heavy injectate lying above less dense ambient fluid (the blue area in figure 4a). Such behavior298

is inconsistent with the derivation of the governing equations in section II where we assumed299

that the sharp interface is a single-valued function of radial distance. The interface shape (45)300

corresponds to the case in which the two fluids have the same density because the term associated301

with buoyancy has been neglected. The solution is identical to a pressure-driven Poiseuille flow in302

which the flow speed is fastest in the center of the channel and decays to 0 at the top and bottom303

boundaries owing to the viscous drag there. In the case that the input fluid is more dense, we304

anticipate that buoyancy forces drive the injectate in the middle of the channel down towards the305

bottom boundary50.306

To overcome the multivalued behavior, we seek a weak solution (with a discontinuity). There307

is a shock across the lower part of the channel, whose location is determined by mass conservation308

(40) and continuity of the interface. This is illustrated in figure 4a; the vertical shock is positioned309

so that the blue region and the green region have equal areas. In the case M = 1, the shock position,310

ηs = 9/4 and magnitude, ϒs = 3/4 can be obtained analytically. When M 6= 1, the shock position311

is found using an iterative procedure in which the blue and green areas are calculated numerically.312

Mathematically, the shock arises because the flux function F(ϒ) is neither concave nor convex,313

and the characteristics of the first-order equation (41) cross in ϒ < ϒs. The solution cannot be314

determined here and a weak solution must be sought51.315

The interface shape is given by316

η =

 ηs 0≤ ϒ≤ ϒs

2dF
dϒ

ϒs < ϒ≤ 1.
(46)

There is a region of fixed extent and a region that grows in time. Figure 4b shows these compound317

rarefaction-shock solutions as red dots for three values of the viscosity ratio, M. The numerical318

results for Λ = 100 (black lines) show good agreement with the asymptotic solutions. For a lower319

viscosity ratio (M) the shock height is reduced and the current has greater lateral extent. A cur-320

rent of relatively lower viscosity runs further along the base of the channel because this requires321

displacing less of the viscous ambient fluid which provides resistance to flow. Similar dynamics322

occur in the case of injection into a confined porous medium8,9.323

Finally, we calculate the time at which lubrication theory is applicable. The extent of the current324

is R0 ∼ (ΛT )1/2 and the thickness is H ∼ 1 so the ratio, R/H is large at times satisfying T �Λ−1.325
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the interface in the buoyancy-dominated regime, in scaled similarity coordinates. The

asymptotic solution for small Λ, found in section IV C, is shown in red dots. (a) The numerical results for

isoviscous fluids and three values of Λ. There is excellent agreement for Λ = 10−6. (b) The effect of the

viscosity ratio in the case that Λ = 10−5. The accuracy of the asymptotic solution increases strongly with

M up to M ∼ 1.

C. Buoyancy-dominated regime (Λ� 1)326

In this section, we seek a simplified analytic solution in the case that buoyancy dominates327

(Λ� 1).328

The flow is controlled primarily by the gravity-driven slumping of the injectate. We neglect the329

term associated with the pressure owing to injection in equation (26), which yields the approximate330

equation331

R
∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂R

(
MRH3(1−H)3((1−M)H +M)

B(M,H)

∂H
∂R

)
. (47)

The numerical solutions in figure 3b demonstrate that in the limit Λ� 1, the current occupies a332

thin region at the base of the channel. This motivates linearizing (47) in H, taking H � 1 and333

|(1−M)H| �M, which correspond to the regime of a thin and unconfined current for which the334

motion of the ambient fluid has a negligible influence on the evolution of the injectate. By applying335
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these approximations to equation (47), we obtain336

R
∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂R

(
RH3 ∂H

∂R

)
. (48)

Note that the viscosity ratio, M is absent from this equation, which is as expected for unconfined337

flows. The diffusion equation (48) has been previously studied by Huppert1 who derived it as338

the governing equation in the case of viscous flow over a rigid horizontal boundary for a power-339

law varying volume. He found that equation (48) together with mass conservation (29) and the340

boundary condition at the leading edge (31) admits a self-similar solution, which we outline below341

for the special case of constant input flux.342

The input flux is constant and so the scalings are as before: R ∼ T 1/2 and H is a function of343

R/T 1/2 only. To balance the terms in equation (48) and eliminate Λ from the mass conservation344

equation (29), we use the following variables345

ζ = Λ
−3/8RT−1/2, and H = ζ

2/3
0 Λ

1/4
ψ(s), (49)

where s = ζ/ζ0 = R/R0(T ). The constant ζ0 and the shape function, ψ(s) are to be determined.346

The diffusion equation (48) is recast as347

2(sψ
3
ψ
′)′+ s2

ψ
′ = 0, (50)

with ψ(1) = 0. Mass conservation can be rearranged to obtain the following expression for the348

contact point349

ζ0 =

(∫ 1

0
sψ(s)ds

)−3/8

. (51)

Equation (50) is second order and requires a second boundary condition. Letting s→ 1− and350

ψ → 0, gives the following leading order behavior351

ψ(s) = (3/2)1/3(1− s)1/3, ψ
′(s) =−18−1/3(1− s)−2/3, (52)

which provides the two boundary conditions near s = 1. Equation (50) is solved numerically with352

these boundary conditions and we find that ζ0 ≈ 1.424. The front location is given by353

η0 = R2
0/(ΛT ) = ζ

2
0 Λ
−1/4. (53)

The shape, ψ(s), is plotted with red dots in figure 5. The numerical solutions to the full governing354

equations are also plotted in the s, ψ(s) coordinates. Figure 5a, in which M = 1, demonstrates355
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FIG. 6. The position of the leading contact point, η0 = R2
0/(ΛT ), as a function of the parameter Λ for

three values of the viscosity ratio, M in the case of constant input flux (α = 1). The scatter points represent

numerical results. In the regime Λ� 1, injection dominates and the location of the contact point depends

only on M as discussed in §IV B. The asymptotic predictions in this regime are shown as dotted lines. In

the regime Λ� 1, buoyancy dominates and the asymptotic prediction of §IV C, η0 = ζ 2
0 Λ−1/4 is plotted as

a dashed line. The agreement improves with increasing M up to M ∼ 1 as discussed in the text.

that the agreement between the similarity solution and the full numerical results improves with356

smaller Λ, as expected. However, the comparison suggests that Λ must be very much less than357

1 for the asymptotic solution to be a good approximation. The agreement also depends on the358

viscosity ratio, M, as shown in figure 5b, where Λ = 10−5. The agreement improves with larger359

M up to about M ∼ 1. We investigate how the accuracy of the Λ� 1 asymptotic solution as an360

approximation depends on the parameters Λ and M more formally below.361

The scalings (49) suggest that the current thickness scales as H ∼ Λ1/4. The approximate362

equation (48) assumed the flow is unconfined and in particular H � 1 and |(1−M)H| �M. For363

M� 1, these conditions are equivalent to Λ�M4, whilst for M� 1, the corresponding condition364

is Λ� 1. Therefore, the agreement between the numerical results and the similarity solution365

increases with M up until M ∼ 1, whilst the agreement improves weakly with decreasing Λ since366

H ∼ Λ1/4. The dependence of these conditions on the viscosity ratio can be interpreted physically367

as follows. In the case that the input fluid is of relatively very low viscosity (M� 1), the accuracy368

of the similarity solution is limited by the assumption that the displacement of the ambient fluid369

is unimportant. Thus, the agreement is improved with a less adverse viscosity ratio. In the case370

that the input fluid is much more viscous than the ambient, the displacement of the ambient fluid371

is less significant and the agreement is limited predominantly by the requirement that the current372
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is thin. Hence for M� 1, the agreement is insensitive to increases in the viscosity ratio, M.373

The results of this section are summarized in figure 6, which shows the location of the contact374

point in similarity coordinates, η0 = R2
0/(ΛT ), as a function of the parameter Λ for three values375

of the viscosity ratio, M. The numerical results are shown as scatter points, whilst the asymp-376

totic predictions for injection- and buoyancy-dominated evolution are shown as dotted and dashed377

lines, respectively. There is excellent agreement between the numerical results and asymptotic378

predictions in the relevant regimes.379

The time at which lubrication theory is applicable is different for the present case of Λ� 1 from380

the previous section. The extent of the current is R0 ∼ Λ3/8T 1/2 and the thickness is H ∼ Λ1/4 so381

the ratio, R/H is large at times satisfying T � Λ−1/4.382

V. INCREASING OR DECREASING INPUT FLUX (α 6= 1)383

In the present section we consider input fluxes that vary in time such that the volume of fluid384

is given by a power-law function of time (equation 29). In the case where the input flux decreases385

in time (α < 1), the flow is confined and dominated by the pressure associated with injection at386

early times whilst at late times, the gravity-driven slumping of the fluid dominates and the current387

is unconfined. In the case of an increasing input flux (α > 1), the situation is reversed (see figure388

2). This behavior contrasts with the case of a constant input flux (α = 1) for which the relative389

importance of injection and gravity is independent of time but controlled by the parameter Λ, as390

described in the previous section.391

To study the varying input flux case, we first note that when α 6= 1, the independent variables,392

T and R, may be rescaled to remove Λ from equation (26) with393

T̃ = Λ
1/(α−1)T, R̃ = Λ

1/2(α−1)R. (54)

The governing equations are recast as394

R̃
∂H
∂ T̃

+ T̃ α−1 ∂

∂ R̃

(
H2(3M+H[(1−M)H−2M])

B(M,H)

)
=

∂

∂ R̃

(
MR̃H3(1−H)3((1−M)H +M)

B(M,H)

∂H
∂ R̃

)
(55)

and395
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FIG. 7. Interface evolution for a varying input flux with Λ = 1 and M = 1. In (a) and (b), the input flux

decreases with time (α = 1/2). In (c) and (d), the input flux increases with time (α = 2). The injection-

dominated similarity solution of section V A is shown as red dots in (a) and (d). The flow is dominated by

the pressure owing to injection at early times when α < 1 and at late times when α > 1. Similarly, in (b)

and (c) the gravity-dominated solution of section V B is shown as red dots. The flow is dominated by the

gravity-driven slumping at late times when α < 1 and at early times when α > 1.

∫ R̃0

0
R̃HdR̃ =

T̃ α

α
, (56)

which is equivalent to the original governing equations but with tilde variables and Λ = 1. Thus,396

solutions to the original governing equations may be found for any value of Λ by solving in the397

case Λ = 1 and then rescaling R and T as necessary. Therefore, in this section, we restrict our398

attention to Λ = 1 (and drop tildes). The rescaling (54) also has implications for the relevance399

of the lubrication approximation. The early-time regimes for α 6= 1 do not have a small aspect400

ratio in the case Λ = 1 (see figure 2b and figure 2c) but these early regimes can occur with a small401

aspect ratio if Λ� 1 and α > 1 or if Λ� 1 and α < 1 since Λ 6= 1 corresponds to rescaling the402

radial coordinate.403
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A. Injection-dominated regime404

In the present section, we obtain a similarity solution for the current evolution in the case that405

injection dominates and the flow is confined. This similarity solution is valid at early times in406

the case of a decreasing input flux and late times in the case of an increasing input flux. It is a407

generalization of the injection-dominated behavior that occurs for a constant input flux (§IV B).408

The rate at which fluid is injected is proportional to T α−1 and the advective term in the governing409

equation has the same scaling. For a decreasing input flux (α < 1), this term is large at early times410

and for an increasing input flux (α > 1), this term is large at late times. In both cases we anticipate411

that the term on the right-hand side of equation (55) is negligible in comparison to the second term412

on the left-hand side. We neglect the contribution from buoyancy in the governing equation and413

obtain414

R
∂H
∂T

+T α−1 ∂

∂R

(
H2(3M+H[(1−M)H−2M])

B(M,H)

)
= 0. (57)

Figure 2 suggests that the current is confined and the channel is fully-flooded in this regime and415

hence H ∼ 1. Then balancing the two terms in (57) and using mass conservation motivates the416

similarity variables, χ = αR2/T α and H(R,T ) = Θ(χ). These transform equation (57) to417 (
−χ +2

dF
dΘ

)
dΘ

dχ
= 0 (58)

where F(H) is given by equation (43). As in section IV B, the solution is418

χ = 2
dF
dΘ

. (59)

To find the position of the shock, we use the equal area rule, with mass conservation given by419 ∫
χ0

0
Θ(χ)dχ = 2. (60)

where χ0 = αR0(T )2/T α is a constant corresponding to the contact point. Equation (59) and mass420

conservation (60) are the same as those found for constant input flux in section IV B and hence421

the interface shapes in terms of the similarity variable, χ , are identical to those in figure 4b, which422

illustrates the role of M.423

The numerical solutions to the full governing equations for early times and α = 1/2, and late424

times and α = 2 show good agreement with the asymptotic solution in figure 7a and 7d with425

M = 1.426
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FIG. 8. Location of the leading contact point of the current, R0, as a function of time in the case (a)

α = 1/2, a decreasing input flux and (b) α = 2, an increasing input flux. In both cases, M = 1 and Λ = 1.

The numerical result is plotted as a continuous red line. The buoyancy-dominated behavior for which R0 ∼

T (3α+1)/8 is plotted as black dotted line, whilst the injection-dominated behavior for which R0 ∼ T α/2 is

plotted as a black dashed line. For α = 1/2, the evolution transitions from injection-dominated to buoyancy-

dominated and for α = 2 the sequence is reversed.

B. Buoyancy-dominated regime427

In the previous section we showed that the similarity solution at early times for α < 1 has the428

same form as the similarity solution at late times for α > 1. In the present section, we consider the429

other regime in which buoyancy dominates which corresponds to late times when the input flux is430

decreasing (α < 1) and early times when the input flux is increasing (α > 1). These regimes are431

demonstrated in figure 2b and figure 2c.432

Buoyancy forces dominate when there is a relatively low input flux. The current occupies a thin433

region above the lower plate and the flow is approximately unconfined. This situation corresponds434

to the buoyancy dominated regime for constant input flux (see figure 3b). We therefore follow435

similar analysis to section IV C and first neglect the term associated with the pressure owing to436
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injection and assume H� 1, which yields437

R
∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂R

(
RH3 ∂H

∂R

)
. (61)

The similarity solution in the case of constant input flux (equation 49) can be generalized to ac-438

count for a power-law volume1
439

ζ = α
3/8R/T (3α+1)/8, H = ζ

2/3
0 α

−1/4T (α−1)/4
φ(s), (62)

where s = ζ/ζ0 = R/R0(T ), ζ0 corresponds to the contact point, and φ(s) is the shape function440

which satisfies441

(sφ
3
φ
′)′+ 1

8(3α +1)s2φ ′− 1
4(α−1)sφ = 0, (63)

with φ(1) = 0. Mass conservation (29), with Λ = 1, can be used to find the contact point442

ζ0 =

(∫ 1

0
sφ(s)ds

)−3/8

. (64)

The ODE (63) is second order and requires a second boundary condition. We let s→ 1− in (63)443

to find the leading order behavior near the contact point,444

φ(s) =

[
3
8
(3α +1)

]1/3

(1− s)1/3, (65)

which provides the boundary conditions for the numerical procedure. The shape which arises is445

plotted as red dots in figure 7b for α = 1/2, and in figure 7c for α = 2. These asymptotic results446

are compared to the full numerical solution at four different times.447

Finally, we determine a relationship between the parameters and the dimensionless time, T at448

which each regime occurs. The injection-dominated regime described in the previous subsection449

occurs when ΛT α−1 � 1. For the present analysis to apply and buoyancy to dominate requires450

ΛT α−1 � min(1,M4), which is obtained by following the argument at the end of section IV C.451

These two relationships are valid for any value of the exponent α . To illustrate the regime tran-452

sitions, the location of the leading contact point is plotted in figure 8, as a function of time in the453

case that α = 1/2 and α = 2. The numerical results (continuous red line) are compared to the454

predictions of the similarity solutions for injection-dominated and buoyancy-dominated flow.455
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FIG. 9. (a) Schematic for the slumping of a fixed-volume release of fluid in a confined axisymmetric

channel. The scaling for the position of the contact point at early and late times is included. (b) Evolution

of the fluid-fluid interface in the case of equally viscous fluids with V0 = 1/2. Numerical solutions at

T = 0.1, 1, 10, 102 and 104 are plotted in black. The confined asymptotic solution at T = 1 is shown as red

crosses, and the unconfined solution at T = 104 as red dots.

VI. RELEASE OF A FIXED VOLUME (α = 0, Λ = 0)456

In the present section, we consider the special case in which there is no ongoing injection of457

fluid. Instead, a fixed volume of the dense fluid is released at t = 0.458

So far in this paper we have focused on two regimes: (i) a confined current for which the flow459

is driven predominantly by the pressure owing to injection and (ii) an unconfined current which460

is primarily driven by gravity-driven slumping. In the present section, where we consider the461

instantaneous release of a fixed volume of fluid, gravity-driven slumping always dominates and462

there are two different asymptotic regimes: confined gravity-driven flow and unconfined gravity-463

driven flow. Provided the depth of the initial volume of fluid is comparable to the size of the464

gap between the plates, the flow is confined at early times and the motion of the ambient fluid is465

important. At later times, the released volume has slumped significantly under its own weight,466

becoming much shallower than the channel (see figure 9a). The influence of the motion of the467

ambient fluid on the current becomes negligible and the flow behaves as if it were unconfined.468

This is analogous to regime (ii) described earlier in the paper. We study these two regimes in turn.469

In the case of an instantaneous release of fluid, the dimensional quantity q represents the initial470

volume released. We use the same non-dimensionalization as before (25) because the timescale471

was defined by the buoyancy velocity. The volume exponent is α = 0 and Λ = 0. Mass conserva-472
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FIG. 10. Position of the leading contact point in similarity coordinates, ξ = ξ0, as a function of the viscosity

ratio, M.

tion in the dimensionless variables is473 ∫ R0(t)

0
RHdR =V0, (66)

where V0 = q/(2πh3
0) is the dimensionless volume released. The governing equation can be ob-474

tained from (26) by setting Λ = 0,475

R
∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂R

(
MRH3(1−H)3((1−M)H +M)

B(M,H)

∂H
∂R

)
. (67)

Since there is no ongoing injection, the boundary condition at R = 0 may be obtained by consid-476

ering symmetry,477 (
∂H
∂R

)
R=0

= 0. (68)

A. Early times478

We first consider the release of a cylinder of fluid, centered about the Z axis, spanning the479

thickness of the channel. In dimensionless variables, the initial condition has height of 1, volume480

V0, and hence radius R =
√

2V0 (see equation 66).481

At short times after release, the radius of the slumping fluid is close to its initial value. This482

motivates using the coordinate, R̂ = R−
√

2V0, where R̂�
√

2V0. The governing equation may be483

approximated by484

∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂ R̂

(
MH3(1−H)3((1−M)H +M)

B(M,H)

∂H
∂ R̂

)
. (69)
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FIG. 11. Shape of the interface between the fluids as a function of the similarity variable ξ =
(
R−

√
2V0
)
/T 1/2 at time T = 20 with V0 = 10 for M = 0.01,0.1,1,10,100. The numerical solution to the

governing equations is plotted as a continuous black line and compared to the early-time similarity solution

(red dashed line) of §VI A. The agreement is excellent for small values of the viscosity ratio, M, but declines

for large M. The solution for large M corresponds to the solution for small M but at later times as described

by the symmetry (70).

We note that this equation is identical to that for the slumping of viscous fluid in a two-dimensional485

confined channel with R̂ representing the lateral coordinate12. Equation (69) is invariant under the486

following transformation21
487

M1 = M−1 R̂1 =−R̂ H1 = 1−H T1 = T/M, (70)

which corresponds to a swapping of the fluids in the two-dimensional problem and the change in T488

arises because the timescale (24) is defined in terms of the viscosity of the released fluid. Equation489

(69) is self-similar and we transform it using the variable, ξ = R̂/T 1/2, to obtain the following490

ordinary differential equation,491

−ξ

2
dH
dξ

=
d

dξ

(
MH3(1−H)3((1−M)H +M)

B(M,H)

dH
dξ

)
. (71)

492493

At early times, the current remains attached to the lower boundary at R = R0(T ) and the upper494

boundary at R = R1(T ) and in the similarity coordinate, we label these points as ξ0 and ξ1, respec-495

tively. The boundary condition at the contact point, ξ = ξ0 can be determined by letting H→ 0 to496

obtain the leading order behavior for small H,497

H = (3ξ0/2)1/3(ξ0−ξ )1/3 (72)
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For each value of M, the solution to (71) is obtained by a shooting method. We begin with the case498

M = 1. An initial guess is made of ξ0 = 0.01 and then (71) is integrated numerically from H = 0499

using the behavior (72) to provide two boundary conditions there. The limit of H as ξ →−∞ is500

0.078. The value of ξ0 is increased and the method repeated until the limit of H as ξ →−∞ is first501

equal to 1. We obtain ξ0 = 0.1611 in the case of isoviscous fluids. The value of ξ0 as a function502

of M is shown in figure 10.503

Our early-time similarity solution is valid provided that the perturbation to the initial interface504

is small, i.e. R̂ ∼ T 1/2 � (2V0)
1/2. Hence the similarity solution is a good approximation for505

T � 2V0. In figure 11, the early-time similarity solution (red dashed lines) is compared to the506

numerical results at T = 20 with V0 = 10 (continuous black lines) for five values of the viscosity507

ratio, M. The agreement is excellent for small M. However, the agreement is weaker for larger M.508

This can be interpreted in light of the symmetry (70). The interface shape for large M at T = 20 is509

identical to the shape for a viscosity ratio of M−1 at time T = 20M, which is much later. At such510

large times, the radius is not well approximated by a perturbation to its initial value of R =
√

2V0.511

The lubrication approximation is valid provided that the lateral extent of the interface is much512

greater than the channel thickness, which corresponds to R̂∼ T 1/2� 1. Since we also require that513

R̂� (2V0)
1/2 for the early-time similarity solution to be a good approximation, self-consistency514

imposes V0� 1 in order for this early solution to occur in the physical problem.515

At much later times the current detaches from the upper boundary and subsequently occupies a516

progressively thinner region of the channel. This behavior is described in subsection VI C. In the517

next subsection, we consider the release of a current that does not initially fully flood the channel.518

B. Partially filled initial conditions519

We consider the release of a cylindrical volume with a dimensionless radius of
√

2V0 but thick-520

ness given by 0 < Z < Hi, where Hi < 1. The dimensionless volume is thus HiV0. We note that the521

early-time interface shape is still governed by the similarity scaling from the previous section with522

R̂ ∼ T 1/2 (see figure 12). To determine the similarity solution, we shoot numerically in equation523

(71) from ξ = ξ0 towards ξ = 0. The boundary condition at H = 0, ξ = ξ0 is given by (72). We524

repeat the shooting procedure and vary ξ0 until we obtain H → Hi in the far field. For example,525

with Hi = 0.8, and M = 1, we find ξ0 = 0.14725 (see figure 12).526

At later times, the depth at the wall slumps away from its initial value, and the interface shape527
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FIG. 12. The interface shape in the case of a partially filled initial condition in the case of equally viscous

fluids (M = 1) at T = 20 with V0 = 10 for three values of the initial current height, Hi = 0.4,0.6,0.8. The

numerical result (black line) is compared to the early-time similarity solution (red dashed line).
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FIG. 13. The interface shapes at T = 106 with V0 = 1/2 for four values of the viscosity ratio, M =

0.01,0.1,1,10 calculated numerically (black lines). There is good agreement with the similarity solution

(red dotted line, equation 74) for M = 1,10.

stops being self-similar.528

C. Late times529

At late times, the current becomes progressively thinner as the fluids slumps owing to its own530

weight. This motivates applying the unconfined approximation of sections IV C and V B. The531

governing equation is approximated by532

R
∂H
∂T

=
∂

∂R

(
RH3 ∂H

∂R

)
. (73)
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The system has the following self-similar solution1,52
533

H =V 1/4
0

213/12

31/3 T−1/4
Ψ(s) (74)

where534

Ψ(s) = (3/16)1/3(1− s2)1/3, s = 2−13/831/2V−3/8
0 RT−1/8. (75)

The position of the contact point is given by s = 1, which corresponds to535

R0(T ) = 213/83−1/2V 3/8
0 T 1/8. (76)

The initial volume is V0 for a cylindrical initial release with Hi = 1. The solution is plotted in figure536

9 (red dots) for V0 = 1/2 and there is good agreement with the late-time numerical solution in the537

case of equally viscous fluids, M = 1. Figure 13 shows the numerical solutions at T = 106 for M =538

0.01,0.1,1,10 compared to the similarity solution (74). As in the previous buoyancy-dominated,539

unconfined regimes, the agreement improves strongly with increasing M up to M ∼ 1. We also540

note that the lubrication approximation is satisfied provided that R/H � 1, which corresponds to541

T �V−1/3
0 .542

In figure 14, the transition from early- to late-time behavior discussed in the present section543

is shown. The location of the leading contact point, R0, is plotted as a function of time, T in the544

case of equally viscous fluids (M = 1) and V0 = 1/2. The transition between the confined and545

unconfined regimes occurs at approximately T ∼ 102 in this case.546

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION547

We have analyzed the injection and release of a viscous fluid into an axisymmetric channel,548

which contains a relatively buoyant ambient fluid of different viscosity. Previous work on this549

problem has studied the constant input of fluid into a two-dimensional channel12 and the constant550

input of fluid into a porous medium8,9,27. The present paper is novel in two key ways. First, we551

have considered two-phase viscous flow in a three-dimensional axisymmetric channel. Second,552

in addition to the case of a constant input flux, the effect of varying rates of input flux and the553

instantaneous release of fluid have been studied. In this section we summarize our results and554

discuss some applications.555

The two-phase flow of viscous fluid in a vertically confined axisymmetric channel is governed556

by the relative magnitude of the slumping owing to gravity and the pressure associated with in-557

jection. With a fixed input flux, the ratio of these two effects is a constant, Λ. The structure of558
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FIG. 14. Location of the leading contact point, R0, as a function of time in the case of an instantaneous

release of fluid with M = 1 and V0 = 1/2. At early times, the confined approximation of section VI A

applies and R0−
√

2V0 ∼ T 1/2. At late times (T larger than about 103) the current becomes unconfined (the

motion of the ambient fluid is unimportant) and R0 ∼ T 1/8, where the constant is given by equation (76).

The interface shapes are shown in figure 9.

the flow is self-similar at all times and depends only on Λ and the viscosity ratio, M. We have559

determined asymptotic solutions in the case that injection dominates (Λ� 1) and in the case that560

the flow is thin and dominated by gravity (Λ� 1). Our solutions agree with numerical integrations561

of the governing equations. We have also obtained relationships between the parameters for which562

each regime occurs demonstrating that the accuracy of the unconfined approximation is highly563

sensitive to the viscosity ratio when the input fluid is of lower viscosity than the ambient. When564

the input flux varies as a power-law function of time, the relative importance of the two processes565

varies in time and we have generalized our results to this case. The flow structure transitions from566

gravity-driven to injection-driven in the case of increasing input flux and vice-versa in the case of567

a decreasing input flux.568

In the case that a fixed volume of fluid is released, the flow is driven by gravity and we have569

shown that it transitions from a confined current that fills the aquifer to an effectively unconfined570

current occupying a thin region at the base of the channel. In the former case, the displacement of571

the ambient fluid is important and we derive an asymptotic solution that quantifies the role of the572

viscosity ratio. When the flow is unconfined, the behavior is analogous to the buoyancy-dominated573

regimes in the case of non-zero input flux.574

To demonstrate the relevance of our results, we describe two applications and calculate in which575

regime the behavior lies. In the manufacture of toothpaste, many surfaces and channels have to576
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be cleaned11. One approach is to inject a viscous fluid to displace the fouling deposit. A typical577

input fluid has viscosity of 100 Pa s and the density difference, ∆ρ is of order 100 kgm−3. The578

displaced deposit also has a viscosity of approximately 100 Pa s and hence the viscosity ratio is579

M≈ 1. With these parameter values, in a channel of thickness h0 = 2 cm, the timescale for gravity-580

driven viscous slumping is t0 = 15 seconds. For a constant input flux of 0.01 m3s−1, we calculate581

that Λ = 3×103 and hence injection dominates. Also, the lubrication approximation applies when582

R0 ∼ (ΛT )1/2� 1, which corresponds to times much greater than five milliseconds.583

We next consider a magma chamber of thickness h0 = 103 metres in which a finite volume of584

magma slumps under the ambient magma which is relatively hotter and less dense and much less585

viscous (M� 1). We take the viscosity of the slumping magma to be 1012 Pa s and the density586

difference, ∆ρ is 300 kgm−3 (Sparks et al. 10). This yields a timescale, t0, of about twelve days.587

The volume of released magma is three cubic kilometers, which yields V0 ≈ 1/2. We found in588

section VI C that the late-time, unconfined approximation is accurate for times later than T ∼ 103.589

This corresponds to 30 years, which is within the typical lifespan of a magma chamber. Finally,590

we consider the case in which new magma flows into the chamber with a constant flux of q = 1591

m3 s−1 for which Λ = 1.6× 10−4. The flow is dominated by buoyancy and is unconfined. The592

lubrication approximation is valid for T � Λ−1/4, which corresponds to times much greater than593

three and a half months.594

In future studies, it would be interesting to generalize the results to consider periodic input595

fluxes. Additionally, the extraction of the injected fluid would lead to different behavior and596

controls could be determined for when the current transitions from confined to unconfined in this597

context.598
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